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THE PURSUIT OF EXC EJ..ILEhCE
is our mark of distinction
We have been talking and reading much about excellence in recent months.

It

is probably, in part at least, an admission of mediocrity in the past. , But it is
not merely a plea of guilt; it is equally an awareness of the sickness that needs
treatment.

SOt we have been emphasizing the idea under various titles:

A Climate

of Excellence, Pursuit of Excellence, Encouragement of Excellence, Expectations of
Excellence, A Tradition of Excellence, et cetera.
What Are the Goals?
We are not striving for uniformity but, rather, toward a varied excellence;
it is not excellent uniformity that we seek, but unity of purpose

\~ich

may, in

turn, be expressed in many excellent ways.
There is a direct correlation between the pursuit of excellence and the general
morale of the campus.

Our atmosphere should be characterized by a pervading dis-

satisfaction with anything less than the best.

The phrase "lweI of expectancy"

has come into current use in an effort to identify this very important but somewhat
unanalyzable feature of a college climate.

I suppose it is something which exists

mainly in the attitudes, the expectations, the commitments and the standards that
we hold for ourselves as teachers and administrators.

And somehow we must relate

these goals to more than four years of the student's life.

We should remember that

his goal at the end of four years is commencement.
Who is Responsible for the Level of Expectancx?
Stu~:

Here the admissions people and procedures come under close scrutiny.

It is important to admit the right kind of students as much as possible, since the
college climate is so greatly affected by what the students are.

In

~

Minds

Alone, Kenneth I. Brown insists that another very important indicator of campus
quality as revealed by the students is what they talk about outside the classrooms.
Eddy, in his recent report of the twenty-college study titled College Influence
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gn Student Character, says that he found a significant correlation between campus
quality and the college bookstore.

If its biggest business 1s in knick-knacks,

the intellectual temperature is low; if it features and does a volume business in
paper-backs, this registers a high level of intellectual curiosity on the part of
the students.
Teachers:

Excellence in learning takes place only as the counterpart of excellent

teaching.

The good teacher knows and likes his subject together with knowing and

liking his student.

He himself becomes the example to the student of a man davoted

to the pursuit of truth, and with a passionate concern for excellence.

He engages

his students in an adventure in learning at the very beginning of a course by involving them in the over-all a1ms and goals of the course, showing them the place
it may have in their intellectual and ull-round educational development, pointing
out its relationship to other subjects, sharing his own commitment in his discipline,
and revealing what it might say to him and do for him as a living, striving person.
The good teacher encourages critical thinking by creating intelligent dissatisfaction and guiding the process toward logical satisfaction.

He doesn't milk-feed

his students; he helps them discover the cows and do the milking themselves.
change the figure (but not the level
he plants apple seeds.
expectancy is high.

v~ry

To

much), instead of passing out applesauce

In his evaluation of the student's lrork, his level of

"If the minimum requirement for an A or even a C is ridiculously

low, the maximum has no appeal."

Educat:ton is not, and should not be, easy.

In

the Eddy study, students expressed their disappointment with freshman-week programs
and orientation courses which had no purpose but "easy and gentle adjustment."

They

preferred an honest introduction to the sharp adjustment upward from high school to
college work and experience.
also not be impossible.

Of course, while it should not be easy, it should

There is a proper balance to be achieved, and to find it

challenges the genius of the good teacher.
The Administrator:
is an easy role.

An administrator is both a servant and a leader -- and neither
In the main, his function revolves around two foci , deCisions and
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delegation.

He must be uill:lng to make decisions, and t o make them when they should

Obviou8ly~

be made.

in many of these decision-requiring situations, both parties

involved cannot possibly be happy with the result.

"Leadership has always required

that sometimes the backs of the leaders must be turned toward those whom they lead . "
But make the decisions he must, because passing the buck is the characteristic mark
of the office-holder rather than the administrator.

(Parenthetically, I recognize

that when I expound a philosophy of administration, I also suggest a criterion by
which my colleagues will judge me.

If I fail too miserably, they may say to me ,

IIphysician, heal thyself," which properly interpreted is, "Go jump in the lake and
let someone else take your place. ")
Now, to hurry on, the administrator must also delegate responsibility -- and
then respect the delegation.

Be Ruml said of the college president, "If you find

yourself doing any work, you are under-organized."

You smile, but many an adminis-

trator has succumbed to the temptation not to delegate.
power, but it also has a built-in paradox.

His position represents

Those who enjoy it are not very suc-

cessful, and those who are successful are not very happy; those

~'lho

enjoy exerciSing

power shouldn't have it, and those who should exercise it are not likely to enjoy it.
In this paradoxical situation, presidents, dears and other administrators do
not always know which way to jump.

(There are about 1900 colleges and universities

in the U.S., and, on the average, about '350 presidents have to be recruited each
year.)
a

Here at Taylor, since 1943, I have seen the academic organization gro\.;r from

one~an

operation to one in which divisional chairmen and department heads are

administrators.

(Subordinates - I prefer to call them

~ordinates

- will make

mistakes, but not as many as the administrator will make if he undertakes to do
their work, either for them or over again . )

I cite this effort to find the proper

balance between delegation and the decisive exercise of power as a contribution
to academic strength in the Taylor program.
Public Relations:

In a good college, the public relations department accepts the

motto that "institutions dedicated to the search for truth must also be dedicated
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to tts practicee"

Of course, the department should know how to enhance the col-

lege I s strengths, and may perhaps even "put the best foot forward." (E. go $\ the
University of Colorado appeals to the public by advertising its summer sessions
thus:

Summer School where Summer's

Cool~

It must not misrepresent and oversell,

but the department is an important agency in the art and act of converting the
faculty's and administrator's vision from the abstract into the concrete.
How Does All This Relate to a Christian Collese?
I repeat one of my perennial comments:
School t but is first of all a collegeo

Taylor University is not a Sunday

And it is a Christian college ,

But it is

not the purpose of a Christian college to prove Christianity; Christianity can
better be tested than proved, demonstrated than argued, lived than preachedo

"The

glory of God is badly served by second-rate courses in the arts and sci.ences, and,
I might add, even though they may be opened

~vith

prayer 0"

Again, Taylor University

is a Christian liberal arts college, aiming to Hberate the student from his ignorance, intolerance and ineffectiveness.

Such a liberal education can be greatly

illumined and enriched by a Christian climate, provided the Christians who create
and maintain the climate are themselves enlightened, tolerant and effective.
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